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Building with blocks is a wonderful way for children to develop skills and have fun at the same time.  As 

your child builds, he or she uses his imagination to create a simple road or a complicated apartment 

house.  He gains self-confidence as he completes a structure and stands back to admire it.  He strengthens 

muscles and develops motor skills as he stacks, grasps, lifts, pushes, carries, balances, and reaches.  As he 

carefully adds an ornate block to top off a very high tower, your child can explore creativity through 

taking risks. 

 

Learning with Blocks 
Mathematics.  As your child handles and carries the blocks, talk with him about the different weights, 

sizes, and shapes.  As he builds a tall tower, count out together how many blocks he uses.  When he takes 

it down, count them again.  Talk about which blocks are little, big, tall, short, and wide.  Together, 

examine how many small blocks it takes to be the same length as the longest block.  Help him discover 

volume as he fills up his structure with blocks. 

 

Problem-solving skills.  Block-building requires your child to make many decisions:  If he adds another 

big block, will his structure topple?  How can he create a window in the middle of a wall?  What can he 

do if he runs out of long blocks?  Pose these kinds of questions as he builds to help extend his 

experiences. 

 

Social studies.  Take imaginary trips together.  Build roads with blocks; add houses and buildings along 

with way.  Design big trains and cars to ride in.  Make a zoo or a farm, then provide small toy animals, 

and act out different roles. 

 

Language.  When your child builds, help him sort out blocks and use words to classify them:  for 

example, “The big ones are in this pile; the square ones are in that long line.”  Encourage discussion about 

similarities and differences. 

 

You may want to make labels to attach to various structures, such as “castle,” “tower,” “bridge,” etc.  Let 

your child tell you which words he would like you to write. 

 

Words are created from letter patterns.  Whenever your child handles block shapes and creates patterns 

with blocks as he builds, he is learning more about patterns.  Encourage this learning and you are helping 

him develop readiness skills. 

 

Have fun writing down stories your child dictates about his buildings.  Together you can enjoy reading a 

personalized book about his creates long after they have disappeared! 

 

 

Building Away! 
Be sure to provide a flat building space away from the busy areas of your home so your child’s creations 

won’t be bumped or in someone else’s way.  This arrangement will also let you allow plenty of time for 

your child to play with his block structure and leave it up overnight, or decide when he wants to knock it 

down.  Add to the fun by providing accessories such as cards, figures of animals and people, dollhouse 

furniture, rug samples, etc.  Remember to make a storage space on a low shelf so your child can easily put 

his blocks away. 
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